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SOFTWARE DEVELOPED TOR THE RADIATION
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Aerojet Nuclear Company
Idaho Falls, Idaho

ABSTRACT

A background/foreground data acquisition and analysis system
incorporating a "high level" control language has been devel-
oped for the Radiation Counting Laboratory at the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center. The system supports acquisition of gamma-
ray spectra in a 256 x 256 coincidence matrix (utilizing disk
storage) and simultaneous operation of any of several back-
ground support and data analysis functions. In addition to
special Instruments and interfaces, the hardware consists of
a PDP-9 with 24K core memory, 2S6K words of disk storage,
and DECtape and Magtape bulk storage.

miRODPCTION

RALPH* is a program which was developed for the
Radiation Counting Laboratory at the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center. RALPH acquires both singles
and dual parameter coincidence data from scintil-
lation detectors. RALPH ia written in a psuedo
foreground/background environment which allows
acquisition to continue while previously acquired
data is being reduced or other functions are being
performed. A 4K section of core is reserved for
overlays which may be called in upon request. The
overlays give greater program capability to the
system than would otherwise be available in the
limited core space.

RALPH is written for the following computer
configuration:

PDP-9 computer with three (3) 8192-word memory
banks and with the extended arithmetic
element (EAE),

a 256K word RF15-RS09 DECdisk,

DEC's high-speed paper tape reader and punch
unit,

Calcomp plotter model 563 or 565,

DECtape (2 minimum): TC02 controller with
TU55 magnetic tape transports,

industry compatible magnetic tape transport
model TU20 and TC59 controller,

dual Nuclear Data ND-151 ADC's (modified) and
NH04C ADC controller (modified),

four 18 bit sealers (designed by Digital
Equipment Corp.)

one 18 bit timer sealer (designed by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory),

one control panel with function box (designed
by Aerojet Nuclear Company).

PROGRAM LAYOUT

RALPH operates in two general modes called HIDE and
SEEK. The command SEEK activates th? acquisition
mode and the command HIDE activates the data reduc-
tion mode. Activation of either mode really means
that the data buffers being accessed have been
changed. There are F, M, Sum, and sealers and
counters buffers for both acquisition and data
reduction (SEEK and HIDE).

The main operating system of RALPH occupies the
first 16600g locations of bank 0. It contains all
of the handlers for the several devices on the system
such as DECtape, plotter, panel, function box, disk,
ADC, teletype real-time clock, live time dock, etc.
The main operating system also contains a refresh
display loop which runs at idle time.

Locations 16600 through 17631 are used for 268
special floating point registers. The commands Rl,
R2 and RG;X are used to access these registers. The
first two (2) registers are in three word floating
point notation while the other 266 are in two word
notation. These registers may be thought of as
"COMMON" registers since the main system as well as
all overlays can access them.

Overlays can be called into core upon request to
extend the functions or available commands of the
system. All overlays occupy locations 20000-27777
of core memory and reside on absolute DECtape blocks.

Memory locations 30000 through 37777 are used for
the duplicate data buffers for acquisition and data
reduction, ADC list buffers, teletype buffer and
miscellaneous scratch areas. Locations 40000 through
57777 are used for the 127 x 127 folded matrix in
SEEK mode. In HIDE mode, the use is dependent upon
the overlay currently In core.

t Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

* RALPH - Reduction and Acquisition of Lunar Pulse
Heights
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MAIM OPERATING SYSTEM

The RALPH OS (Operating System) is an Interrupt
structured system writted in macro-9 assembly
language. Upon Interrupt, all appropriate registers
are saved on a stack. Return from the interrupt is
made by popping off the stack the las: set of
registers to be pushed onto the stack. This allows
for nesting of interrupts and sets the response
time to any interrupt to a minimum.

The RALPH OS contains all of the I/O handlers. This
helps prevent illegal interrupts from occurring by
having all devices resident.

The teletype handler which is contained within the
OS has a buffer which can handle up to 170xo
characters. This allows any number of characters
to be individually erased or an entire line to be
erased. Buffering the input in this manner also
gives the capability to have sequences of commands
placed in the buffer before starting execution of
them. (See the SEQ commands in the appendix.)

While the system is waiting on I/O or simply sitting
idle, the OS runs through a display loop. A number
of different displays are available upon operator
request.

DATA ACQUISITION

Although RALPH is primarily a multi-parameter
program, it also simultaneously obtains singles
spectra from each detector. The multi-parameter
data are sorted, as they are acquired, and stored
in a folded 127 x 127 matrix in the uppermost core
bank and on the disk in a 256 x 256 matrix. The
unsorted coincidence data nay also be stored on
industry compatible magnetic tape as unsorted
addresses rather than a spectrum. Singles spectra
are stored in 256 channel ramp lengths. For purposes
of backup and to obtain half-life data, all accumu-
lated spectra including the 127 x 127 matrix may be
periodically dumped on DECtape unit 4. Because of
the techniques used for storing the 127 x 127 matrix
in upper core, it is essential to have gains and
responses of the two detector systems as nearly
identical as possible.

After an initial loading of RALPH or upon typing
SEEK, all acquisition buffers are made available to
the user. The user may ask the system to give a
live display of F, M, Sum or coincidence spectra.
The acquisition parameters may be changed, buffers
erased and the 256 x 256 matrix on disk erased,
and/or the data may be saved, etc. In short, most
functions within the system may be performed on the
acquisition data when in SEEK mode of operation.
The data reduction (HIDE) buffers are not available
to the acquisition (SEEK) mode.

All overlays except EXTEND force program operation
into hide mode when read in from DECtape. However,
once the particular overlay is in core, the SEEK
command may be given and the overlay then used in
seek. This precaution is provided to prevent the
user from destroying acquired data by mistake.

DATA REDUCTION

The HIDE command switches the buffer areas to the
data reduction buffers thus protecting the

acquisition data. This allows the user to start
acquisition and then proceed with data reduction on
previously acquired data. The acquisition of data
will continue on as if nothing else were happening.

The purpose of data reduction in RALPH is to deter-
mine the amounts of particular isotopes which are
present in the substance from which data have been
acquired.

In order to do this, spectra are acquired from
radioisotopic standards. These standards represent
a known quantity of a particular isotope. After a
representative selection of standards have been
acquired, the actual data analysis may resume.

There are two methods of reduction which may be used
in RALPH. The two methods are stripping and least
squares regression analysis.3 The stripping method
strips the coincidence matrix as well as the singles
spectra. The least squares method is used on
singles spectra only.

Stripping

Stripping is the subtraction of standard spectra
from an unknown spectrum. If the exact amount of
each component, which is present in the unknown,
were subtracted from the unknown; the residual or
amount left would be zero (0), The general idea
then, is to subtract the correct amount of each
standard present in the unknown from the unknown in
order to obtain the lowest amount of residual.

The amount to subtract is given by the ratio of the
area of a peak in the unknown sample to the area of
the corresponding peak in the standard.

Stripping standards from an unknown is performed
from the high energy peaks toward the low energy
peaks because of the influence the compton scat-
tering of high energy peaks has on the low energy
peaks. Note, however, that single peaks are not
stripped but that an entire isotope is stripped
from the unknown.

The commands GET;±F-=X and RDSLOT;±F*X are used to
Btrip the spectra. An example is presented here to
show how the first isotope might be stripped. In
this example, disk is used for scratch, DECtape unit
3 has the unknown, and DECtape unit 4 has the
standards.

HIDE / Puts RALPH in HIDE mode.
STRIP / Activates the strip functions.
DISK / Use disk for scratch area.
INIT / Zeroes out scratch area.
D 3 / Specify DECtape unit 3.
GET +1*14066 / Add unknown 14066 to scratch area.

CS 14,15 / Cuts a slice out of the
/ coincidence matrix.

Rl A / Put the windowed area in common
/ register 1.

CS 13
W 63,66 / Cut another slice.

Rl +A / Add the area to the previous
/ contents of Rl.
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VER 12
HOR 65

Rl +B

/ Specify a particular point in the
/ matrix.

/ Add point to Rl,

/ Rl now contains the number of counts in the area
/ under the peak for the unknown.
D 4
RDSLOT 1

CS 14,15
W 63,67

R2 A

CS 13
W 63,66

R2 +A

CONTUR
R2 +B

/ Specify DECtape unit 4.
/ Read in standard from slot 1.

/ Cut a slice.

/ Put area in common register 2.

/ Cut another slice.

7 Add area of this slice to R2.

/ Add point to R2.

RDSLOT -*1 / Strip the amount R1/R2 of the
/ standard in slot 1 from the
/ unknown in the scratch area.

Do next standard.

Least Squares Analysis

The least squares method performs a regression
analysis of standard spectra to an unknown spectrum.
The user must supply all of the standards which are
present in the unknown in order to get a good fit
and to obtain the correct ratios.

Once the ratios have been obtained through the least
squares method, RALPH subtracts the appropriate
amount of each standard from the unknown to form
the residuals. The residuals determine the quality
of fit. The closer the residuals approximate zero,
the better the fit.

The quality of fit is affected by the similarity
(or dissimilarity) of the standards to the unknown
and the closeness of the gain and zero shifts of
the spectra.

The commands MATRIX;X and INVERT;N are used to do a
least square analysis. A regression analysis
example of a spectrum to itself is given below.

HIDE / Put RALPH in HIDE mode.
F / Specify F singles spectrum.
INVERT / Call in overlay.
RDSLOT 1 / Read data from slot 1.
MATRIX 0 / This data will be used as the

/ unknown.

MATRIX 1 / This data is the standard.

INVERT 1 / Performs the least squares fit
/ using one (1) standard.

/ Common register 3 will contain the regression
/ coefficient and register 15 will contain the
/ standard deviation of the fit.

Comparison

Both techniques have their advantages and disadvan-
tages. The least squares method requires all
standards to be present for a fit, whereas the

stripping method does not. The stripping method,
however, requires the user to determine the ratios
by choosing the appropriate areas, whereas the least
squares method calculates the ratios.

OVERLAYS

All overlays occupy coze locations 20000 through
27777. The system tape is assumed to be on DECtape
unit 0 and all overlays are read in from the system
tape. Each overlay resides in particular absolute
blocks on tape. If the desired overlay is already
in core, it is not read in again if requested.

Following is a list of the presently available
overlays:

EXTEND
LIB
SEARCH
SING

PLOT
FOCAL*
INVERT
FORMAT
STRIP
C5050 and
S5050

Extends SEEK mode
Library overlay
Search overlay
Handles singles spectra of up to
4096 channels
Plot overlay
DEC'S FOCAL
Regression analysis overlay
DECtape formatter
Resident in RALPH hide mode

Resident in RALPH hide node

Extend

EXTEND is found in blocks 20-37 of the system tape
and is read in when the command EXTEND is given.
This overlay is the only one which can be read
directly into the SEEK mode and most of its functions
should only be used in SEEK mode. All other overlays
force the system to enter HIDE mode.

EXTEND allows the user to display various parts of
the 256 x 256 matrix. This overlay also has the
commands to store the 256 x 256 matrix on any one of
the output devices (DECtape, magtape or disk) and to
retrieve the same again and place it back on the
disk. The following commands are in the EXTEND
overlay:

GMAG;X Read in spectrum X with unfolded
coincidence matrix

MGSLOT;X Same as above
DMAG Save spectrum with unfolded coinci-

dence matrix
C0N;X,Y,DX,DY Cut a section of unfolded matrix and

display

LIB is found in blocks 100 through 117 on the system
tape. The LIB overlay is read into core when the
command LIB is given. This overlay creates library
tapes from data tapes. Library tapes contain only
the ID blocks of individual spectra. This way
information about many spectra from many DECtapes
(magnetic tape or disk) may be stored on one tape.
The following commands are available:

LAST Get last ID block
LIND Print index of library tape
LGET;X Get ID block X from library tape
GREEL;X Access ID blocks of reel X from

library tape
XFER Transfer all ID blocks from data

tape reel to library tape
*FOCAL is a trademark of DEC.
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OUTPUT
LREN;X,Y
LDEL;X
LNEW
GET;X
RDSLOT;X

Search

Rewrites ID block
Rename reel X to reel Y
Delete reel X from library
Create a new library index
Get ID block X
Same as above

are available:

D 0 +

SEARCH is found in blocks 120 through 137 on the
system tape. The SEARCH overlay is read into core
when the command SEARCH is given. This overlay
searches library tapes to find those spectra meeting
certain criteria. The ID blocks of those spectra
meeting the criteria are placed on a scratch tape.
Criteria are selected by going through a SETUP
command and entering the parameters. Special
characters are used for and/or on parameters within
a given command. All criteria must be met for a
spectrum to be selected. The following commands
are used within SEARCH:

CLEAR Clear criteria list
GO Search library tapes
FMT Clear index of scratch tape

SING is found in blocks 140 through 157 on the
system tape and is read into core when the command
SING is given. The overlay handles singles spectra
of up to 4096 channels. These spectra may come from
pulse height analyses systems which have paper tape
output. The format must conform to the following:

1. Leader must be either blank tape ->r aighth
level punch only.

2. If channel numbers are specified, they must
have four (4) digits.

3. Each channel must be terminated by a
character other than a number.

4. The first channel on the tape will contain
the time either in seconds or in hundredths
of a minute.

5. The tape must be terminated by a level 4
punch.

The following commands are peculiar to the SING
overlay:

READPT

RDTMC

READ8
SSING
CSING

Read spectrum from
(50/50 data)
Read spectrum from
(TMC analyzer)
Read spectrum from
Strip mode
Non-strip mode

paper

paper

PDP-8

tape

tape

50/50 system

Plot

PLOT is found in absolute blocks 160 through 177 on
the system tape and is read in when the command PLOT
is given. Whichever singles spectrum is displayed
on the scope may be plotted with this overlay. A
labeled X-Y axis is drawn first along with any
descriptive massage which tbe user may have entered.
The X axis may be lengthened or shortened and plots
may be overlayed. Plots may also appear in either
linear or log form. The following plot characters

The commands that are available are listed below:

PLOT Plot displayed data
PL0TC;A,B Change plot characters
PLT - Overlay previous plot
PORG Move pen to plot origin
TOPM Input message
BOTH Input message
SEX;N Elongate X-axis

Focal

FOCAL is found in blocks 200 through 217 on the
systems tape and is read in when the command FOCAL
Is given. This overlay was converted directly from
DEC's PDP-S version of FOCAL. It has been modified
to operate under the RALPH OS, but it still maintains
the same command structure. FOCAL uses the upper
8K (40000 through 57777) for program and data
storage.

Four new functions have been added and a number of
library commands have been implemented. An auto-
matic start feature has also been added to the FOCAL
overlay. See the appendix for new FOCAL comands.

Invert

INVERT is found in blocks 220 through 237 on the
systems tape. This overlay is read in when the
command INVERT is given. This overlay adds two
functions to the system; a least squares regression
analysis and a gain shift routine.3 The first
function performs non-linear least-squares fitting
of up to twelve 256 channel cooponent (known) spectra
to a composite (unknown) spectrum. The least-squares
method tries to find the best ratios of each known
spectra to the unknown which would cause the least
amount of residue when each spectrum is multiplied
by its corresponding ratio and subtracted from the
unknown spectrum. The ratios are the regression
coefficients or the amount of component found in
the composite. The residuals are the channel by
channel amount left after the subtraction.

The regression coefficients (intensities) of the
spectra are stored in the common registers 3-14 and
the corresponding standard deviations in registers
15-26. The residuals are stored in the F spectrum
data area of HIDE mode and nay be displayed. The
residuals determine the quality of fit.

The second function does gain and zero shifting of
any singles spectra which is presently being dis-
played. It should be noted that some error ia
inherent in the method used. Some error is account-
able to the integer truncation done when the data is
placed back in the display area. Other errors can
occur when channels are lost or gained by shifting.

The following commands are available:

MVTRIX;X Place spectrum in slot X of scratch
area

INVERT;N Perform regress ion a n a l y s i s
GSHIFT;±± Gain and zero s h i f t d i sp layed data
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Format

FORMAT ia in blocks 240 through 2S7 on the system
tape. It is read into core when the command FORMAT
is given. This program is the aane format routine
written by Digital Equipment Corporation. It has
been modified to run in the overlay area under RALPH
OS. Everything should be shut down including
acquisition while running the formatter because the
DEC tape marking routines are not interruptable.
This overlay has one command called FORMAT.

HARDWARE

Two pieces of hardware which may be unique to this
machine are the panel and the function box.2 Each
of these devices has some interesting software
and hardware implication which are discussed below.

Panel

The panel consists of an array of rotary switches
and momentary contact push buttons. The switches
are arranged In three rows of four switches and the
push buttons in two rows of 12.

The rotary switches arc numbered in octal code left
to right starting in the upper left hand corner with
a switch code of 1. Each switch has eight possible
positions which are coded in octal. The 24 push
buttons are treated in the interface logic as three
eight position switches with switch codes of IS,
16, and 17.

When a change in panel status occurs (i.e. a switch
is turned or a button is pushed), an interrupt Is
generated. The program reads the panel status into
the accumulator to determine which knob or button
generated the interrupt. Bits 11 through 14 of the
AC will contain the switch code and bits IS through
17 the position code when the panel status Is read.

The meaning of each position of a knob and of each
push button is completely dependent upon the program
which is presently interpreting the panel.

Function Box

The function box consists of 12 keys. An Interrupt
is generated when the first button is depressed
and/or when the last button Is released. A key
register holds the status of the keys and can be
read into the accumulator at any time to determine
which buttons are down.

The button locations and accumulator bit assignments
are shown in the following diagram. When a button
is pushed down, the bit is set to a one.

JU
AC1

JU
AC4

J_l
AC7

12J
AC 16

AC2

AC5

-2J
AC8

LJU
AC10

AC3

JJ
AC6

9J
AC9

12J
AC17

The function box Is used to input nuneric data and
control soae display functions. Key 10 Initializes
the box for nuneric input and key 12 Initializes the
box for display control.

COhMAHDS

The program is designed to allow control of all
computer functions and the control of all peripheral
devices by commands Issued through the teletype
keyboard. A coanahd consists of from one to six
characters, a terminator and sometimes an argument.
(The commands are Hated in the appendix.) The
terminators are listed below.

A semicolon or carriage return is used to terminate
a command and start execution of that command. If
a command has an argument, the semicolon is used
between the command and the argument. For example,
the command SETUP; requires no argument and can be
terminated by either a semicolon or carriage return.
However, both a semicolon and a carriage return are
required in a command that has an argument as in
CS;2i.*

A comma Is used to separate arguments when more than
one are used, CS;2,5£ is an example.

A space is used in place of the semicolon and altmode
is used in place of the carriage return when imme-
diate execution is not desired. In this way, several
commands can be input and execution started by using
a semicolon or carriage return on the last command.
Such e list of commands can be saved for repeated
use with the SEQ; commands.

A rubout character 1B used to delete the last char-
acter in tbe input stream. There is no limit to the
number of characters that can be deleted in this
manner.

If an erroneous command Is typed, the computer will
type back to the user a question mark Indicating it
did not understand and will then await a new command.

Experiment control may be exercised from either tbe
teletype or the Control Panel or any combination of
these two devices. The functions that the panel
performs do not exactly duplicate the functions that
the teletype commands perform. However, the design
philosophy is that an experiment may be controlled
completely from either device. Thus the panel is a
true back-up device in that experiments can be con-
ducted if the teletype is inoperable. In those
cases where the two devices have duplicate functions,
the last device activated determines the present
state of the function in question. For example, if
one were to set the vertical display scale to LOG
on the teletype and then push the LOG—LINEAR button
on the panel, the vertical scale would be linear.

Sequencing

Commands can be placed in sequence and sequences of
commands can be linked to form a "high level"
language. The SEQ command opens a buffer area in
memory for storage of commands. The PSEQ command
punches the stored commands onto paper tape and the
RSEQ reads a sequence from paper tape and starts
execution. If RSEQ is the last command of each
sequence, then the sequences can be linked together.

The symbol J. is used to mean carriage return.
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After giving the command SEQ, commands may be typed
using spaces, commas, and altmodea aa delimiters.
Either a carriage return or a semicolon must be
given after the last command to end the sequence.
The sequence remains in core until another SEQ com-
mand, RSEQ command, or a GSEQ command is given.

A total of 170 characters may be in one sequence.
The number of characters currently in the buffer can
be displayed using the function box variable number
12. Overflow of the buffer will cause back slashes
to be printed for each character overflowing the
buffer.

Example of SEQ command follows. The ̂  means carriage
return and the ) means an altmode.

SEQi

INDEX RDSLOT 3 H 67,77 AREA)
RSEQ i

This type of command structure allows the user to
have the computer power which he needs without
losing control of the system. Many times "the user
feels he must compromise between, computer power and
his own control of the experiment. RALPH la a fine
example that this need not be so. The users at
NASA have a very powerful system and yet have full
control of each experiment.
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APPENDIX

Mode Control

SEEK activates all acquisition buffers.

HIDE activates all data reduction buffers.

Acquisition Setup

ERASE erases F, M and SUM singles data and the
coincidence data. Clears and resets
acalers, etc.

ISETUP zeroes setup information presently in core.

SETUP begins a query list of experiment para-
meters .

EXPID asks for a new sample identification # to
be entered.

SPACE allows new values fcr the top and bottom
spacing of the F and H detectors.

LIVERS allows change of the live-tine of the
experiment during data acquisition.

START enables the ADC and all sealers. A start
time may be entered.

STOP disables the ADC and all sealers. A stop
time may be entered.

STAR same as START except time is not entered.

STP same as STOP except time is not entered.

UPSET prints a listing of all experiment para-
meters in the SETUP block.

Experiment Parameters

COUNTS prints the current number of events and
number of rejects in the F and M singles
data and in ehe coincidence data.

SCALER prints the contents of sealers A., B, C,
and D.

TIMES prints the elapsed live-time and real-
time.

LIST prints all of the data printed by the
above three commands.

Display Singles Data

LOG sets vertical scale of display to loga-
rithmic.

LINEAR sets vertical scale of display to linear.

W;X,Y displays channels X through Y across the
display screen.

SV;X displays a vertical marker at channel X.

SH;X displays a horizontal marker at Y-X.

ZII flip-flops 0 values from intensified to
unintenslfied and vice veiaa.

F displays singles data from the F detector.

M displays singles data from the M detector.

SUM displays sum npectrum.

FM gives overlapping display of F and M data.

S raises M spectrum 1/8 of the vertical
scale when in FM mode of display.

Display Plane

CS;X

CS;X,Y

displays data from a plane cut through
the coincidence matrix where F"X and
M-0 through 126.

displays a sua of the data from the
planes cut through the coincidence matrix.

Display Coincidence

CONTUR displays the coincidence matrix,

CT.NIT initialize tite contour display as follows:
delta-Z - 131K, Z-zero • 0, and remove
vertical and horizontal markers.

ZZERO;X s e t value of 2-plane through contour
d i sp lay t o X.



DELTZ;X seta a delta-Z slice through contour dis-
play. All channels with X counts such
that Z<X<Z+AZ are displayed.

RINC;X sets the amount the delta-Z plane is
raised by the R command,

R raises the Z-plane one increment as set
>>>• the PJNC command.

HOR;X displays a horizontal line that inter-
cepts the Y-axis of the contour display
at channel X.

VER;X displays a vertical line that intercepts
the X-axis at channel X.

Number Generator

NG;X displays a variable determined by X.
X-0 X live time
1&2 contents of location specified by

AC switches
3 dump slot #
4 experiment ID
5 bright dot contents
6 bright dot channel

etc.

Calculations

AREA prints the centroid, area-background and
trea of singles data being displays^.

P40 prints the standard deviation of the
r.entroid and values printed by AREA
command.

F40 aiks for constant for standard deviation
of centroid on F side.

M40 aiks for constant for standard dev iat ion
o£ centroid on H s i d e .

Input/Output

D;X aetn I/O un i t t o X where X»0 f o r sag tape
1 for disk

2-5 for DECtape.

NEHDIR creates a new directory on the I/O device.

INDEX pr ints the index of the I/O d e v i c e .

IND rewinds I/O dev ice .

DELETE;X d e l e t e s experiment X froa the I/O dev ice .

RENAME;X,Y renames experiment X to experiment Y.

DEC outputs experiment i n core including the
127 x 127 fclded coincidence matrix to
the I/O d e v i s e .

GET;X reads experiatnt X from the I/O device .

RDSLOT;X reads data from s l o t X of the I/O dev ice .

GET;feF*X mul t ip l i e s experiment X by F and adds or
subtracts i t from the data i n core .

RDSLOT;±F*X mul t ip l i e s data i n s l o t X by F and adds
or subtract* I t from Che data in core .

DISK sets scratch unit tc disk and sets direc-
tion to disk for COPY command.

TAPE sets scratch unit to DECtape and sets
direction to tape for COPY command.

INII initializes scratch unit to all zeroes.

COPY copies a DECtape to disk or disk to
DECtape depending upon the direction set
by the DISK or TAPE command.

COPYS copies the scratch unit as set by the
DISK or TAPE command.

MTEOF writes an end-of-file on magtape.

PRINT prints the singles data displayed on the
screen.

PUNCH punches the singles data displayed on
the screen.

READPT reads data froa a paper tape.

READS reads data through the serial Interface
between the PDP-8 and the PDP-9,

DHAG outputs the experiment in core plus the
256 x 2S6 coincidence matrix froa disk
to the I/O device.

GHAG;X Inputs from the I/O device experiment X.
The 256 x 256 coincidence matrix is
placed on the disk and the 127 x 127
folded matrix is created from it.

Library I/O

LNEW writes a new library directory on DECtape
unit #5.

GET;X inputs ID block of experiment X.

OUTPUT rewrites ID block of experiaent X obtained
by the last GET command.

XFER transfers all ID blocks froa the data
device to the library tap*.

LIND prints index of library tape.

LDELjX deletes entry X from the library tap*.

LREH;X,Y renames entry X to entry Y on the library
tape.

Search I/O

CLEAR clears parameter list used for search
criteria.

GO ask* for criteria parameters then
•earches library tape* for ID blocks
meeting those criteria. All 10 block*
meeting the prescribed criteria arc
aavad on a scratch tape.

FMT writes a new directory on the scratch
unit.
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Plot Output

PLOTCjA.B A defines character to be plotted for
data and B defines character to be
;plotted for middle data point.

TOPM;MESS Inputs a 14 character message to be
plotted at the top of the plot.

BOTM;hESS inputs a 14 character message to be
plotted at the bottom of the plot.

PLOT plots the singles data presently being
displayed.

PORG moves pen to origin of plot. This
command is used to overlay plots.

PLT plots the singles data being displayed.
The present position of the pen is
assumed to be the origin.

SEX elongates the X-axis to spread out the
data on the plot.

Sequences

SEQ opens a buffer area for storage of
commands.

LSEQ prints commands sotted in buffer area.

ESEQ executes commands presently in buffer
area.

PSEQ punches command sequence to paper tape.

RSEQ reads a command sequence from paper tape
and starts execution.

GSEQ reads a command sequence from paper tape
and prints the sequence.

Common Registers

Rlja

R2;a

sets register one to value specified by
a.

sets register two to value specified by
a.

RG;Ya sets register Y (Y«l to 268) to value
specified by a.

a - A for gross area of data displayed.
N for net area of data displayed.
B for point specified by the verti-

cal marker.
T for elapsed live-tine.
E for experiment ID.
W for weight.
C for concentration.

IXXX for integer input of XXX.

Teletype Control

PONOFF turn* teletype printout on and off in a
flip-flop fashion.

Overlay Calls

EXTEND reads in the Extend overlay.

STRIP is a resident overlay. This mode is used
subtracting spectra in floating point.

C5O5O is a resident overlay usad to analyze data
from a Nuclear Data 50/50 system.

LIB reads in the Library overlay.

SEARCH reads in the Search overlay.

SING reads in the Singles overlay to analyze
singles spectra of up to 4096 channels.

PLOT reads in the PLOT overlay.

FOCAL reads in the FOOL overlay.

INVERT reads in the Least Squares fitting overlay.

FORMAT reads in the DECtape formatter.

FocJL

FREG(X) Is a new function to pick up common
register X.

FPREG(X) is a new function to store a value in
common register X.

FDIS(X) is a new function to access channel X of
the displayed data.

FPDIS(X) is a new function to store data in channel
X of the displayed data.

L 0 NAME prepares a file for output of a FOCAL
program celled NAME.

L C closes the program output file.

L K kills the output.

L L lists the index of the I/O device.

L D NAME deletes file NAME from the I/O d»vice.

L I NAME inputs file NAME from the I/O device.

0 0 NAME prepares an output file for data.

0 C closes the data output file.

O I NAME opens a data file for input.

0 K kills data output.

FOCALG causes entrance to FOCAL and automatic
start of a program.

Miscellaneous

DEBUG causes entrance to a resident debug package.

EXIT exits from the SALPH program system.

LLIH;X sets channel X as lower Halt for residual
calculation.

RES prints the residuals.

Matrix;X puts displayed singles data into slot X of
the scratch unit in preparation for a least
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squares fit. The unknown la assumed to
be In slot 0,

INVERT;X performs a least squares fit of X number
of standard spectra to an un'oiovn
spectrum!

GSHIFT;±± gain and zero shifts displayed singles
spectrum.
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